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Deer Peul, 

Greet,eyour writing Nerdelle on catching my typo. es you can oee, 
he sent it immediately. Now for me to have it on tae eixta when you ppotted it in 
Gelifernie on the second and the letter tnat you then wrote went to .0.0  ean, 
that is service! 

My borrowed medeine cannot make a legible copy of this. If you cannot make 
one out ther-, you can keep it and if I vent it I'll write. nut doesn't this paint 
up Liebeler's cupidity, when this picture was before him end with all he knew of 
r•ceche, in not calling him as a witness. 

NI another subject, I did mail the xerox of COUP add to you yesterday. 
I haven't been well , but I'm feeling better, the fever having broken in a greet 
sweet during tee night. I know I wrote eel about this, but I may not have to you. 

presume xeroxing tnia is Anita a caore. Therefore, as with the N.O. testimony, 
I suggest you wait until you know how many you will want for taose who eey went 
teem. Ypu know tee reservations 1 impose. It is this time not for Sylvia, because 
of 8 very geed reason i do not go into. 1  loaned her all tho others. Okay on 
Bernebei, Gary, you three out taere #nd ',lazy. if there are others you think should 
have it, please esk me, for ie is not at all that I do not want anyone to have it. 
But among the reasons I consider more than adequate is control Ling tee contents 
until the suit. As an example ef hoe strong our feelings are on this, we ere 
avoiding a Washington Merry-Go-Round article for the tine being; end it is net because 
exposure that extensive is not worthwhile. :hen I say "we", I got the inviteticn 
from _nderson through a British correspondent friend and haven't responded. But was 
to come today but o legal emergency prevented et. ehen he phones I raised tip 
question with him end he agrees, no publicity now. This, of course, might frustrate 
attention that tai ant lead to rulelicetion, but we regard the possibilities of the 
suit as that important. I hope tais is clear, that 1  have m3 de it underetaadeble. 
There is a eashington most reporter I believe' I can trust here right now, seeing 
this material, but in confidence, so he will be beckgrounded for what we will 
consider the right time. 'Phis man covered the Memphis proceeding. 

'Retuning to Mardelle: I do not know how common it is for things like 
this to dieeppear from their morgue, but moue the things in this case that are 
gone ere Stuckey's stuff. Including on the camps. 

alive a rather inter tine letter from '[alley I'll try and answer by 
the time I mail this se I can enclose it and response. I hope you will both study 
tee steer evasions and let ee know if there 're any 1 have missed. 

Jerry -oleco:f phoned lest night. ee has a friend erring to Enelend 
end France. Is there enythine we want him to pick up'r on Tenkovsky, for examele? 

Best, 


